GET A GRIP
Alex Freytag provides Keynotes and Workshops for entrepreneurs
and executives who need a simple way of operating that helps leadership
teams clarify, simplify, and achieve their vision. Alex has led more than 700 fullday EOS® sessions with over 150 companies.
The product of an entrepreneurial household, Alex has spent much of his business
experience focused on his passion for being a Hero to entrepreneurs. Between selling
handmade James Dean t-shirts out of his locker in high school, to becoming a
Certified EOS Implementer®, he ran or helped run four growing businesses before
discovering the Entrepreneurial Operating System® (EOS).
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Alex co-founded the first EOS
conference which is now attended by
over 2,000 participants worldwide.

WHAT THEY’RE SAYING
ABOUT ALEX'S KEYNOTES:
"Best speaker we've had to
date - fresh ideas that are in
touch with business today."
"Alex is invaluable!

Walked

EOS IS REAL, SIMPLE, AND GETS RESULTS.
To gain traction in their organizations, entrepreneurial
leaders look to Certified EOS Implementer, Alex
Freytag. Speaker, author, and co-founder of the EOS
Conference, Alex
is
a lifelong
entrepreneur
focused on helping business leaders get what they
want from their businesses.
Attendees leave Alex's presentations with practical
tools they can immediately implement to achieve
alignment in their organizations.

away feeling more focused on
our vision, where we want to
be, and what we need to do to
get there. Gifted! Magical!!"
"Best session of the day for me.

PRESENTATION SUMMARY
Six Keys to Getting What You Want
from an Entrepreneurial Company

Bring Alex back every year!!"
If you’d like to be in more control of your organization, you’re
not alone. As thousands of business leaders have discovered, the
key to faster growth, bigger profits, more loyal customers, and
fewer frustrations is the Entrepreneurial Operating System (EOS).
Alex uses his extensive experience as a Certified EOS Implementer
to lead this interactive, value-packed workshop. His presentation
covers real, simple EOS tools you can implement in your
business to achieve the results you want.
Alex's memorable real-world stories address common frustrations
facing CEOs and leadership teams. Attendees learn to see their
business in a whole new light.

Vision Works helps business owners discover
a plan for leading to gain more control in
their businesses, experience more traction,
and overcome the incredible challenge of
engaging their employees in a shared vision.
Profit Works helps companies discover how
to create a simple and effective incentive plan
with practical engagement tools.

BOOK ALEX TODAY!

alex@profitworksllc.com
Profitworksllc.com/alex-freytag

DURING THIS PRESENTATION, YOU WILL LEARN:
 A powerful tool to clarify and achieve your vision.
 To work with two simple tools that will get the right people in
the right seats.
 To build the right company scorecard to deliver an absolute
pulse on your business.
 To master practical tools that successful entrepreneurs use to
get more done.

Audiences walk away from “Get a Grip on Your Business” with
a renewed sense of energy along with sensible tools that help
get them gain control of where their organization is heading
and drive increased accountability.

